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OVERVIEW:
• Lessons from research
• Early Number ideas and strategies
• Developing place-value
• Extending Place-value
• Second Place-Value Pattern

LESSONS FROM RESEARCH
What we’ve learnt from the MYNRP (1999-2001):
• there is a significant „dip‟ in Year 7 and 8 performance
relative to Years 6 and 9;
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What we learnt from the MYNRP (1999-2001)
• there is as much difference within Year levels as
between Year levels (spread);
• there is considerable within school variation
(suggesting individual teachers make a significant
difference to student learning);
• the needs of many students, but particularly those „at
risk‟ or „left behind‟, are not being met; and
• differences in performance were largely due to an
inadequate understanding of fractions, decimals, and
proportion (i.e., multiplicative thinking), and a
reluctance/inability to explain/justify solutions.
Siemon, D., Virgona, J. & Corneille, K. (2001) Final Report of Middle Years
Numeracy Research Project 1999-2001, RMIT University: Melbourne

What we have learnt from the SNMY (2003-2006):
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This suggests that up to 25% of Australian Year 8 and 9
students do not have the foundation knowledge and
skills needed to participate effectively in further
school mathematics, or to access a wide range of postcompulsory training opportunities (Siemon & Virgona,
2001; Thomson & Fleming, 2004; Siemon et al, 2006).

CHANGE IS NEEDED
The personal, social and economic costs of failing to
address this issue are extremely high. It has been
estimated that the cost of early school leaving, a direct
consequence of underachievement in literacy and
numeracy according to McIntyre and Melville (2005), is
$2.6 billion/year!

LESSONS FROM RESEARCH
Research on teaching and learning and
developments in our technological society
have prompted considerable changes in
how mathematics is taught.
School mathematics NOW involves
interaction and negotiation of the „big ideas‟.
Contemporary approaches include:
extended investigations, rich tasks, openended questions, games, discussion of
solution strategies, mental computation, and
visualisation

It is now recognised that teachers not only
need to know the key concepts, skills and
strategies that underpin primary
mathematics (content knowledge),
teachers also need a deep knowledge of
the links between these ideas, what makes
them difficult, and how they are best taught
and learnt (pedagogical content knowledge).
Teachers remain the single most important
influence on childrens‟ mathematics learning
(Hattie, 2003)

We also know a lot more about how children
learn mathematics.
Meaningless rote-learning, mindnumbing, text-based drill and
practice, and doing it one way, the
teacher‟s way, does not work.
Concepts need to be experienced,
strategies need to be scaffolded and
EVERYTHING needs to be discussed to
learn with understanding.

A NEW FOCUS
One of the main aims of school
mathematics is to create mental objects
in the mind‟s eye of children which can be
manipulated flexibly with understanding
and confidence.
A prolonged reliance on inefficient
strategies such as „make-all-countall‟ is both developmentally
dangerous and professionally
irresponsible.
Dianne Siemon, 2000

EARLY NUMBER IDEAS & STRATEGIES
Two Aspects:
NUMERATION - An understanding of
number concepts and notation, specifically
those understandings and skills needed to
model, name, write, read, interpret, and use:
Natural Numbers [1, 2, 3, 4, ...]
Whole numbers [0, 1, 2, 3, ...]
Integers [...-2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, ...]
Fractions [m/n: where m & n are integers, n = 0]

OPERATIONS - An understanding of the
concepts, strategies and skills needed to
support computation and estimation for
whole numbers, decimal fractions, common
fractions and per cent
Addition

Subtraction
Multiplication
Division

Materials/Models
Mental Computation
Estimation
Written Calculations
Technology

THE NUMBERS 0 – 9:
No Distractors

Make

Materials
Real-world, stories

Distractors

Perceptual Learning

five

Name

Language
read, say, write

Record

5

Symbols
recognise, read, write

COUNTING: “Jenni can count to 100 ...”
To count effectively, children not only need
to know the number naming sequence, they
need to recognise that:

• counting objects and words need to be in
one-to-one correspondence;
• “three” means a collection of three no
matter what it looks like;
• the last number counted tells „how many‟.

SUBITISING:

“But can Jenni read numbers
without counting?”

To develop a strong sense of number,
children also need to be able to:
• recognise collections up to five without counting
(subitising); and
• name numbers in terms of their parts (part-partwhole relationships).
Eg, recognise “3” instantly and see
this collection as a “2 and a 1 more”

How many?

What did you see?

Try this:

What did you see?

Or this:

What did you see?

But what about?

The numbers 0 to 9 are the only numbers
most of us ever need to learn ... it is
important to know everything there is to know
about each number.
For this collection, we
need to know that it:
• can be counted by matching number names to
objects: “one, two, three, four, five, six, seven,
eight” and that the last one says, how many;
• can be described as eight or 8; and it
• is 1 more than 7 and 1 less than 9.

But we also need to know 8 in terms of its
parts and how it relates to 10 – this is called
part-part-whole knowledge, that is,
8 is 2 less than 10
6 and 2 more
4 and 4
double 4
3 and 3 and 2
5 and 3, 3 and 5
2 less than 10
Differently configured ten-frames
are ideal for this

Interpret/visualise numbers beyond ten:
1 ten and 4
more … 14
To build a sense of
numbers beyond ten
8 and 8 … 16
1 ten and 6 more …
16

DEVELOP early number and part-part-whole ideas
by providing regular opportunities to make, name
and record numbers to ten, count and compare
collections, and subitise:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Materials
Number Cards
Ten-frames
Dice, Dominoes
Part-whole Cards
Games

Fold-over flaps

nine
5

EXPLORE relationships between numbers, partpart-whole knowledge, compare and order …
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TRUSTING THE COUNT:
This recently recognised capacity* builds on these
early number ideas.
Trusting the count has a range of meanings:
• initially, children may not believe that if they counted
the same collection again, they would get the same
result, or that counting is a strategy to determine how
many.
• Ultimately, it is about having access to a range of
mental objects for each of the numerals, 0 to 9, which
can be used flexibly without having to make, count or
see these collections physically.
* See WA Department of Education, First Steps in Mathematics

Trusting the count is evident when children:
• know that counting is an appropriate response to
questions which ask how many;
• believe that counting the same collection again will
always produce the same result irrespective of how
the objects in the collection are changed or
manipulated;
• are able to invoke a range of mental objects for each of
the numbers 0 to ten (including part-part-whole
knowledge, visual imagery) without having to make or
count the numbers; and
• are able to use small collections as units when counting
larger collections (recognise numbers as composite
units).

Counting Strategies:

• Make all – count all (physical models, oneto-one correspondence)
• Count on from covered (physical models
and numerals, count on from hidden part)
• Count on/back from larger (physical
models and numerals, count on/back from
larger number)
• Skip counting (physically count by twos,
then fives and tens) to determine how many

DEVELOPING PLACE-VALUE:
Children can be formally introduced to place-value
as a system of recording numbers when they:
• can comfortably count to 20 and beyond;
• are well-acquainted with the numbers 0 to 10 in
terms of their parts (part-part-whole relations);
• can work flexibly with numerals to 10 without
having to model the count (trust the count);
• interpret/visualise numbers beyond ten in
terms of 1 ten and 4 more, “fourteen”;
• recognise numbers to 10 as countable units for
the purposes of counting, eg, 2, 4, 6, 8 ...)

Inconsistencies in the English number
naming sequence for 2-digit numbers:
mot
hai
ba
bon
nam
sau
bay
tam
chin
muoi

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

muoi mot
muoi hai
muoi ba
muoi bon

11
12
13
14

NB: consistency
for teens and
beyond
hai muoi ba
ba muoi bay
bon muoi
tam muoi chin

23
37
40
89

The Vietnamese Number Naming Sequence

INTRODUCING PLACE-VALUE:
1. Establish the new unit – 10 ones is 1 ten
2. Introduce the names for the multiples of ten.
3. Make, name and record regular examples of
the 2-digit place-value pattern
4. Make, name and record the teen numbers.
5. Consolidate through comparing, ordering,
counting forwards and backwards in placevalue parts and renaming.

Place-value is all about pattern recognition
and use – it is essentially multiplicative

1. Establish the new unit: 10 ones is 1 ten
Make and count tens using bundling materials
(icy-pole sticks, straws) or connectables (unifix)

1 ten

2 tens

3 tens

4 tens

5 tens

Treat tens as countable units

6 tens

7 tens

Why is “units”
appropriate here?

2. Introduce names for multiples of ten
Establish regular names before „irregular‟
names, emphasise pattern
Eg, six-ty, seven-ty, eight-y, nine-ty
(cardinal)
thirty (should be three-ty) fifty (should be five-ty)
(ordinal)
twenty (should be two-ty), forty (should be four-ty)
(mispelt)

There is no one-ty to support the pattern

3. Make, name & record tens and ones: for
20 – 99 (regular numbers first)
“Make me ...”

read, write, name

record
tens ones

6 tens 7 ones
3 tens 4 ones
4 tens 0 ones

sixty-seven
thirty-four
forty

6 7
3 4
4 0
3 of these and 4
of those

4. Make, name & record tens and ones: for
10 – 19 (least irregular first)
“Make me ...”

read, write, name

record
tens ones

1 ten 8 ones
1 ten 5 ones
1 ten 2 ones

eighteen
fifteen
twelve

1 8
1 5
1 2

Using a variety of bundling materials

CONSOLIDATING PLACE-VALUE
• Compare 2 numbers using multiple
representations (materials, words, symbols),
say which is larger/smaller and why
• Order (sequence) more than 2 numbers
from smallest to largest, give reasons why
(eg, place number cards on a 0 to 100 rope)

• Count forwards and backwards in placevalue parts starting from anywhere
• Rename numbers in more than one way

Continue to make, name and record

Eg, A Place-Value Game
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Eg, 0-99 Number Chart
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If this shape had to cover 24, what is the
largest number it could cover?

Eg, Apply what is known

Tallies: eg, dice sums
Highest sum? Lowest
sum? Keep a record?
What do you notice?

Graphs and Charts: eg, birthdays, eye-colour

Money: eg, I have $18 in my pocket. What
notes and coins might I have?
Measurement: eg, Find something that is
longer than 53 cm but shorter than 94 cm

EXTENDING PLACE-VALUE:
1. Introduce the new unit – 10 tens is 1 hundred
using Multi-base Arithmetic Blocks (MAB)
2. Make, name and record - regular examples
such as 486 and 178 before more difficult Why
examples such as 417, 713, 205 and 700 are
these
harder?

3. Consolidate through making, naming,
recording, comparing, ordering, counting
forwards and backwards in place-value parts,
and renaming
Examples?

Eg, Developing 4-digit numeration:
1.Establish the new unit: 10 hundreds is 1
thousand
Make and count thousands using Multi-base
Arithmetic Blocks (MAB)

1 thousand

2 thousands

3 thousands

See Siemon et al (2011)

4 thousands ...

2. Make, name & record thousands,
hundreds, tens and ones
“Make me 4 thousands, 3 hundreds, 7
tens and 6 ones”
It‟s said and read as: “4 thousand 3 hundred and
seventy-six”
Record:

thousands hundreds tens ones

Take special care with
internal zeros and teens

4
7

3
0

7
6

6
0

3. Consolidate
• Compare 2 numbers using multiple
representations (materials, words, symbols),
say which is larger/smaller and why
• Order (sequence) more than 2 numbers
from smallest to largest, give reasons why
• Count forwards and backwards in placevalue parts starting from anywhere
• Rename numbers in more than one way –
read to place-value parts to say how many.

Use „real-world‟ examples wherever possible

Eg, Extended Number Chart Activity

316
446
486

Complete and describe the counting pattern.

Eg, Another Place-Value Game
Draw this
arrangement
of boxes

+

Take it in turns to throw a single dice. Use the
numbers to make a 1-digit, 2-digit and 3-digit
number. Winner is person with highest sum.

Examples:
• Make, name and compare 4 digit numbers
using MAB … Which is bigger/smaller? Why?
• Record, compare, and order distances
between major Australian cities
• Extend the Trading Game to reinforce the
pattern:
thousands
hundreds
tens
ones
10 of these
is 1 of those
First back to 0

• Sequence 4 digit numbers on a rope
• Rename 4 digit numbers in as many ways as
possible (e.g., 3592 is 359 tens and 2 ones, …)

Making a Number Expander:
3

thousands

8

hundreds

6

tens

9

ones

Allow 3 rectangles per place-value part, 1
for the numeral and 2 for the place name
Pinch and fold to enable numerals to sit
side by side
3 8 6

tens

9

ones

THE SECOND PLACE-VALUE PATTERN:

As the number of place-value parts increases
it becomes too cumbersome to name every
part - A more efficient naming system is
needed.
This system, referred to as the Second
Place-Value Pattern, involves the repeated
use of hundreds, tens and ones to count
certain units (eg, thousands, millions, billions,
trillions ...) from 1 to 999 instead of 1 to 9, eg,
“387 billion 562 million 408 thousand 571” (ones)

EXTENDING PLACE-VALUE
1. Introduce the new unit – 10 of
these is 1 of those (demonstrate
using a spike abacus)
2. Make, name and record 5, 6, and 7 digit
numbers, emphasise the second place-value
pattern (that is, we count thousands from 1 to
999, then millions from 1 to 999, and so on)
3. Consolidate through naming, recording,
comparing, ordering, sequencing, counting
forwards and backwards in place-value parts, and
renaming
Use real-world examples
wherever possible

For example,
• Compare (attendances)
• Order (car or house prices)

• Count forwards and backwards

34,569
• Rename

34,658

34,747

.........?

47092
4 ten thousands 7 thousands 0 hundreds 9 tens 2 ones
47 thousands 92 ones
4 ten thousands 709 tens 2 ones
470 hundreds 9 tens 2 ones

Activities:
Make a million:

cube
coin tower, trail
or mat

Dice Numbers:

Use a ten-sided dice and record from right to left:

2

6

7

4

0

5

8

Challenge: Use a ten-sided dice and record from
left to right:

8

5

0

4

7

6

2

Rounding:
Rounding is a form of comparing – it is
generally used to support estimation.
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Read to the required place then look to the
next place to determine closest value.
Nearest ten?

45,672

Nearest hundred?

See Siemon et al (2011)

For example,
Renaming measures:
eg, 6375 grams. How many kilograms? Read to
the thousands place… 6 thousands so 6
kilograms and 375 grams (i.e., 6.375 kg)
Estimation:
eg, 41,287 † 26

THINK: 4 twenty-fives in 1
hundred, how many hundreds?
Close to 413 hundreds ... 413 by 4
…it‟s about 1650

eg, Assuming an average fuel consumption
rate of 11 km per litre, how many litres of petrol
would be needed to travel around Australia on
Highway 1?

RECORDING LARGER NUMBERS:

100

103

106

1000

10,000

100,000

1,000,000

Millions

10

105

Hundred
thousands

1

104

Ten
thousands

102

Thousands

1
10

101

Hundreds

1
100

100

Tens

Thousandths

1
1000

10-1

Tenths

10-3 10-2

Hundredths

…

Ones

Ultimately students need to understand the structure
of the base-ten numeration system and how very
large (and very small) numbers can be recorded
using powers of ten …

For example, the population of the world is estimated to be
6,807,300,000. This can be expressed in a variety of ways
depending on the purpose of the exercise, from “close to 7
billion” to 6.8073 x 109.
This form is referred to as
scientific notation.

…

REPRESENTING NUMBER:
Physical models can be problematic

1:45:36.85
Consider the strengths and weaknesses of these models

Abstract representations are ultimately more
useful but can also be problematic if underpinning
ideas are not in place
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78
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Open Number Line

I

Integer Number Line
The exponent or index
indicates how many times
a number is multiplied by
itself … we say “10 to the
power of 3”

Structural representations:
10 x 10 x 10 =103

Charts &
Graphs
Millions

Hundred
Thousands

Ten
Thousands

Thousands

Hundreds

Tens

Ones

106

105

104

103

102

101

100

An alternative place-value chart

Flip Chart

Representing
larger whole
numbers

Spike Abacus

EXPONENTS:
Large numbers involving millions and billions are generally
rounded, eg, 18 million people, $4 billion …
To facilitate computation these are often represented as
products of a number between 1 and 10 and a power of ten,
e.g., as 1.8 x 106 or 4 x 109.
Where greater accuracy is required, scientific notation is
often preferred. In this case, the number multiplied by the
power of ten only has digits in the ones and decimal places,
eg, 3.56 x 105 to represent 35,600
Some areas of your skin have
over 2.41 x 106 microbes per
cm2. How many microbes
would live on 1 m2 of skin?

Problem Solving:
Some areas of your
skin have over
2,410,000 microbes
per cm2. How many
would live on 1 m2
of skin?

Given that there are
about 160,934,000
metres of blood vessels
in the average human
body and an extra
kilogram of fat requires
708,000 m of blood
vessels.
What questions might
you ask?
Droplets of moisture from a
sneeze have been measured
travelling at 165 km/hour. How
many metres/sec is this?

From the Guiness Book of Records, 2004

